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Creating Dynamic Web Charts
Using Microsoft Office 2000

Web Components

L ast month, I demonstrated how to call
a Unix command from an Active

Server Page (ASP) running on an IIS
server. The Unix command displayed
information about the disk usage on the
Unix server. The ASP code stripped out
certain pieces of this information and dis-
played the output in text format on the
browser. This month, I will take this sys-
tem a step further and display the data in
graphical format.

PREREQUISITES

In this application, I will demonstrate
how to use ASP and the Microsoft Office
2000 Web Components (OWC) to generate
the graphical output. You will need an IIS
server for the ASP pages, and you must
install a copy of Microsoft Office 2000 on
this server in order to utilize the OWC com-
ponents from the ASP code.

TESTING OWC

Before you start coding, you should test
your IIS server to make sure it has the
ability to utilize the OWC components.
The best way to do this is to try a test ASP
page that contains calls to OWC.
Microsoft provides an excellent (and sim-
ple) ASP page that you can use for this
purpose. This ASP code can be copied
from http://support.microsoft.com/support/
kb/articles/Q240/2/63.ASP.

Simply copy the sample code from this
link, save it in a file (in the appropriate
directory) on your IIS server, and name the
file anything.ASP. From a Web browser,
invoke your test page. If everything is in
working order, a simple graph should be
displayed for you.

LET’S ROLL

Before you jump into the specifics of the
coding, let’s take a look at the final product.
Figure 1 graphically (and dynamically) dis-
plays the disk usage on your Unix server.
When the user clicks on “Refresh,” the Unix
server is re-queried and the graph is updated.

Take a look at the ASP page shown in
Figure 2. The main functions of this code
follows:

● Change to the directory on the IIS
server where we will store a dynami-
cally generated ASP page.

● Invoke the “df -k” command on the
Unix server.

● Create two arrays from the output
received from the “df -k” command.

● Generate an ASP that will invoke the
OWC chart function.

● Redirect the browser to the generated ASP.

Let’s take a look at some of the more inter-
esting lines of code:

● Line 3: This ASP is using PerlScript
and the script will run on the IIS server.

● Line 4: The chdir command is used to
change to a different directory. Notice

FIGURE 1: THE FINAL PRODUCT — OWC GRAPH SHOWING UNIX DISK USAGE 
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that you must use forward slashes when
specifying the directories. This is a
Perl thing.

● Line 5: In this line, place the string
“script” in a variable named $syntax.
Notice that in line 25 you are using
this variable.

● Lines 7 – 11: These lines of code
invoke the Unix “df -k” command on
your Unix server. This process was
discussed in last month’s column.

● Line 12: When line 12 gets control, the
$capacity variable will contain something
like “52%”. Since you do not need the
percent sign, you can “chop” it off
using the chop command.

● Line 13: Add the value stored in the
$capacity variable to the end of the
@carray array.

● Line 14: When line 14 gets control, the
$mounted_on variable will contain the
name of your Unix mount point, such
as /opt. Line 14 will enclose the contents
of the $mounted_on variable with double
quotes and store it at the end of the
@darray array. For example, /opt will
be changed to “/opt” and will then be
stored in the array.

● Lines 16 – 17: These lines take the
contents of your two arrays and places
them in two separate strings. The join
command causes each element to be
separated by a comma. When these
lines complete, your strings will contain
the following data:

$cstring = 0,3,42,0,2,50,1,1
$dstring = “/proc”,”/”,”/usr”,”/

dev/fd”,”/var”,”/export/home”,”/
opt”,”/tmp”

● Line 19: This line places the server’s
timestamp in a variable named $time.
The $time variable will contain a num-
ber, such as 1006799271.

● Line 21: This line creates a new file in
the directory you changed to in line 4.
The file name will consist of the con-
tents of the $time variable followed by
.ASP. For example, the file name might
be 1006799271.ASP. Each time you
invoke this Web page, a new and
unique file will be created.

● Lines 22 – 56: These lines generate a
unique ASP that will display the OWC
chart. The ASP lines of code are stored
in the file created in line 21.

● Line 25: The objective of this line of
code is to write the following line of
output to your file:

<script language=vbscript>

Even though we are writing this
statement to an output file, rather than
executing it, the ASP will parse the
entire line. When the ASP sees another
<script...> tag, it flags it as a syntax
error. For this reason you must trick the
ASP into letting you write this line.

● Line 40: When the variable substitution
completes, the following output will be
written to your file:

Array(“/proc”,”/”,”/usr”,”/dev/fd”,”/
var”,”/export/home”,”/opt”,”/tmp”)

● Line 42: When the variable substitution
completes, the following output will be
written to your file:

1. <html>
2. <body>
3. <script language="PerlScript" RUNAT="Server">
4. chdir("j:/TestWebSites/Default web site");
5. $syntax = "script";
6.
7. use Net::Rexec 'rexec';
8. ($rc, @output) = rexec(sun7, "df -k", justin, mypassword);
9. foreach (@output) {
10. ($fs, $kbytes, $used, $avail, $capacity, $mounted_on) = split;
11. if ($capacity eq "capacity") {next;};
12. chop($capacity);
13. push(@carray,$capacity);
14. push(@darray,"\"".$mounted_on."\"");
15. }
16. $cstring = join(",", @carray);
17. $dstring = join(",", @darray);
18.
19. $time = time;
20.
21. open (ASPOUT, ">$time.asp");
22. print ASPOUT "<html>\n";
23. print ASPOUT "<body>\n";
24. print ASPOUT "<object id=ChartSpace1 classid=CLSID:0002E500-0000-0000-C000-

000000000046 style=\"width:600;height:350\"><\/object>\n";
25. print ASPOUT "<$syntax language=vbscript>\n";
26. print ASPOUT "Sub Window_OnLoad()\n";
27. print ASPOUT "    Dim oChart\n";
28. print ASPOUT "    Dim oSeries1, oSeries2\n";
29. print ASPOUT "    dim oConst\n";
30. print ASPOUT "    'Ensure ChartSpace1 is empty:\n";
31. print ASPOUT "    ChartSpace1.Clear\n";
32. print ASPOUT "    Set oConst = ChartSpace1.Constants\n";
33. print ASPOUT "    'Create a new chart in the ChartSpace\n";
34. print ASPOUT "    Set oChart = ChartSpace1.Charts.Add\n";
35. print ASPOUT "    'Add a series of type Column\n";
36. print ASPOUT "    Set oSeries1 = oChart.SeriesCollection.Add\n";
37. print ASPOUT "    With oSeries1\n";
38. print ASPOUT "        .Caption = \"Percent Utilized\"\n";
39. print ASPOUT "        .SetData oConst.chDimCategories, oConst.chDataLiteral,

_\n";
40. print ASPOUT "                 Array($dstring)\n";
41. print ASPOUT "        .SetData oConst.chDimValues, oConst.chDataLiteral,

_\n";
42. print ASPOUT "                 Array($cstring)\n";
43. print ASPOUT "        .Type = oConst.chChartTypeColumnClustered\n";
44. print ASPOUT "    End With\n";
45. print ASPOUT "    'Display the legend\n";
46. print ASPOUT "    oChart.HasLegend = True\n";
47. print ASPOUT "    oChart.Legend.Position = oConst.chLegendPositionBottom\n";
48. print ASPOUT "    'Display the title for the chart\n";
49. print ASPOUT "    oChart.HasTitle = True\n";
50. print ASPOUT "    oChart.Title.Caption = \"Unix Disk Usage\"\n";
51. print ASPOUT "End Sub\n";
52. print ASPOUT "<\/script>\n";
53. print ASPOUT "<br><br><h2><A

HREF=\"http://dpw2kas/owct03.asp\">Refresh<A><\/H2>\n";
54. print ASPOUT "<\/body>\n";
55. print ASPOUT "<\/html>\n";
56. close(ASPOUT);
57.
58. $Response->Redirect("http://dpw2kas/$time.asp");
59. </script>
60. </body>
61. </html>

FIGURE 2: USING PERLSCRIPT TO GENERATE A DYNAMIC ASP PAGE 
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Array(0,3,42,0,2,50,1,1)

● Line 53: This line creates a link at the
bottom of the generated page that will
re-invoke this script. (Note: the name
of the ASP containing this script is
owct03.asp).

● Line 56: This line closes the output
file that contains our dynamically
generated ASP.

● Line 58: This line redirects the browser
to the dynamically generated ASP.

Note: As you implement this code, you
should check the output file generated by
this PerlScript to get a better understanding
of exactly what ASP statements are placed
in the dynamically generated ASP.

CONCLUSION

The code illustrated in this article is not
perfect. The PerlScript code contains the
following flaws:

● You pass the Unix userid and password
in plain text over the wire.

● You never clean up the generated ASP
files. A clean-up routine would be
required if this were implemented in a
production environment.

Space does not allow me to thoroughly
discuss the OWC components in detail.
However, although there is not a great deal
of information available about OWC on the
Web, I did find a couple of sites that might
interest you:

● www.asp101.com/articles/chris/aspcharts/
default.asp

● www.elementkjournals.com/asp/0012/
asp00c1.htm  
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